Building on the results of Ludwig (2012), we propose a method to construct robust timehomogeneous Markov chains that capture the risk-neutral transition of state prices from current snapshots of option prices on the S&P 500 index. Using the recovery theorem of Ross (2013), we then derive the market's forecast of the real-world return density and investigate the predictive information content of its moments. We find that changes in the recovered moments can be used to time the index, yielding strategies that not only outperform the market, but are also significantly less volatile.
risk-neutral transition matrix of a Markovian state variable. Knowledge of the pricing kernel allows us to obtain the market's subjective assessment of real-world probabilities from risk-neutral densities, which makes the information embedded in option prices directly accessible to applications such as risk management, portfolio optimization and the design of trading strategies. Ross' recovery theorem is intriguing because, in contrast to previous literature, it does neither rely on historical returns nor restrictions on the shape of the pricing kernel. His work also challenges conventional wisdom. While implied volatility has long been used to gauge the market's perception of risk, option prices were considered to be silent when it comes to predicting the actual return, let alone the entire real-world distribution.
The recovery theorem has already prompted several theoretical extensions. Carr and Yu (2012) investigate the assumptions behind Ross' approach and propose an alternative for di usions on a bounded state space, with restrictions placed on the form and dynamics of the numeraire portfolio instead of the preferences of an agent. Dubynskiy and Goldstein (2013) investigate implications of bounds on the state space and theorize that their specific placement might give rise to econometric fragility. Martin and Ross (2013) extend the results to fixed income markets and elucidate the longterm implications of Ross' assumptions. Huang and Shaliastovich (2013) consider an extension that accounts for a preference for the early resolution of uncertainty, but fall back on historical data.
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We set out to investigate whether or not the recovery theorem yields predictive information beyond what can be gleaned from the moments of risk-neutral densities. Our work contributes to the existing literature along several dimensions. We present the first comprehensive empirical analysis of the recovery theorem, using options on the S&P 500 spanning a period of 13 years. Building on the results of Ludwig (2012) , we present an algorithm to construct a time-homogeneous Markov chain from current option prices.
We also address the robustness of our results and investigate what drives the pricing kernel.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section outlines how the relation between option prices and the real-world has evolved and then briefly introduces the key ideas behind Ross recovery.
Section 2 provides a more detailed look at the individual steps involved in applying the recovery theorem in practice. In Section 3 we present the results of our empirical study. Section 4 sketches out potential extensions and concludes.
Option Prices and the Real World
Literature on option pricing has traditionally focused on specifying the stochastic process of an asset and deriving option prices following from the imposed dynamics and no-arbitrage. By equating the price of a contingent claim to that of a dynamic trading strategy, involving only the underlying and a cash account, pricing is possible without knowledge of the expected return on the underlying. The framework of risk-neutral valuation was established by Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) . Ever since, 4 numerous extensions have sought to improve on the specification of the stochastic process, so as to better match the market prices of options.
Prominent examples include stochastic volatility models, e.g., Hull and White (1987) , Stein and Stein (1991) and Heston (1993) , models with jump processes, e.g., Merton (1976) , Bates (1991) and Carr et al. (2002) , and combinations af stochastic volatility and jumps, e.g., Bates (1996) and Bates (2000) .
With the increasing liquidity of markets for contingent claims, options have become assets in their own right, to the extent that market prices now determine the model parameters through the inverse problem of calibration. The quality of a model is often assessed in the space of implied volatilities, which highlights deviations from the assumptions underlying the Black-Merton-Scholes (BMS) framework and facilitates comparisons across di erent strikes and maturities. Despite frequent re-calibration, traditional models are typically not able to fully capture the rich patterns observable in market prices. This has led to a somewhat orthogonal approach that seeks to provide consistent quotes in a specified set, given the price of the underlying asset and option prices at several strikes and maturities, without specifying the dynamics of the underlying. This literature encompasses work on implied volatility, price, and state price density surfaces. Among the proposed methods are polynomials, e.g., Dumas, Fleming, and Whaley (1998) , kernel smoothing, e.g., Aït-Sahalia and Lo (1998) , regression trees, e.g., Audrino and Colangelo (2010) , B-splines, e.g., Fengler and Hin (2013) , and neural networks, e.g., Ludwig (2012) .
Over the last couple of years, there has been increased interest in the predictive information content of market option prices. Option implied 5 volatility has long been used as an important sentiment indicator, the most notable example being the Chicago Board of Options Exchange Volatility Index (VIX), often referred to as the investor fear gauge, cf. Whaley (2000) . Implied volatility has also been demonstrated to be an upward biased predictor of future realized volatility, see e.g., Canina and Figlewski (1993) . More recently, research has focused on the predictive information content of the implied volatility skew, e.g., Xing, Zhang, and Zhao (2010) and Ratcli (2013) . Higher order moments of the risk-neutral distribution, based on the results in Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) , have been investigated in Rehman and Vilkov (2012) and Conrad, Dittmar, and Ghysels (2013) . Bollerslev, Tauchen, and Zhou (2009) , Goyal and Saretto (2009) and Drechsler and Yaron (2011) find that di erences between riskneutral and realized measures of volatility predict future returns.
The mapping from risk-neutral to actual probabilities has also been studied in the literature on the stochastic discount factor or pricing kernel, defined as the ratio between the two measures, projected onto return states. Prior to the recovery theorem, the real-world density had to be estimated by resorting to time-series data, see e.g., Jackwerth (2000) , Aït-Sahalia and Lo (2000) , Rosenberg and Engle (2002) and Bliss and Panigirtzoglou (2004) .
Such estimates are not only highly sensitive to the chosen time period, but by nature of construction less expressive than an estimate based on current quotes. The mismatch between a density capturing the rich amalgam of current investor sentiment and one based on decades of historical data invariably manifests in the pricing kernel. Features deviating from the monotonically decreasing shape prescribed by neoclassical theory were perceived as a puzzle and have sparked a rich literature, see e.g., Ziegler
(2007) and Hens and Reichlin (2013) .
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The Recovery Theorem Ross (1976) and Cox and Ross (1976) demonstrate that in a dynamically complete arbitrage-free market, the price of an option is given by the expected present value of the payo under the risk-neutral density (RND).
The RND is the continuous-state counterpart to the prices of Arrow-Debreu state-contingent claims, that pay $1 in one ending state and nothing in all other states. Extending these results, Banz and Miller (1978) and Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) show that if we know the prices of European options for all possible levels of the underlying, the discounted RND at expiration is equal to the second derivative of the option prices with respect to strike.
Two additional conditions allow Ross (2013) to uniquely disentangle risk aversion from what the market believes the real-world probabilities to be:
(i) the risk-neutral process evolves as a discrete time-homogeneous Markov chain on a finite state space, (ii) the pricing kernel is path independent, and therefore, utility is not state dependent.
Consider a time-homogeneous process X t , X t+1 , . . . on a finite state space with values in 1, . . . , n. Since calendar time is irrelevant, the transition probability of moving from state i at time t to state j at time t + 1 is given by:
where P n◊n denotes the one-step ahead transition matrix and is clearly element-wise non-negative. We also assume that P is irreducible such that P t > 0 for some t, that is, all states can be reached from all other states.
From the Perron-Frobenius theorem we know that a non-negative irreducible matrix has a unique positive eigenvalue ⁄ and corresponding dominant left-7 and right-eigenvectors that are both unique and strictly positive, cf. Meyer (2000) .
Here v corresponds to the long-run distribution of the Markov chain up to scale, and z traces the variations in scale over starting states. If the rows of P sum to one, it is a stochastic matrix, and z is a constant. For the recovery theorem, P is substochastic, as it captures the dynamics of the discounted RND, that is, the state prices.
The elements P i,j of the state price transition matrix correspond to the prices of single period Arrow-Debreu securities, indexed by the starting and ending state. The price of an Arrow-Debreu security can be decomposed as:
where " is the market's average discount rate, M n◊n is the pricing kernel, and F n◊n denotes the real-world transition matrix. It is apparent that knowledge of P is not su cient to uniquely determine the right-hand side.
However, the assumption that the pricing kernel is transition independent means that it only depends on the marginal rate of substitution between the future and current consumption. Defining the vector of marginal utilities d = (d 1 , . . . , d n ) € allows us to write (4) as:
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Defining the diagonal matrix D n◊n with d on the main diagonal allows us to rearrange for F as follows:
Since F is stochastic, we have F 1 = 1, where 1 is a vector of ones. Combined with (6) we obtain:
If we define the vector z to contain the inverse of the diagonal elements of D, we obtain the unique solution from (3), with ⁄ corresponding to the discount factor ".
To summarize, time-homogeneity and irreducibility make sure that the eigenvalue problem has only one positive solution, and since z corresponds to the inverse of the pricing kernel, which by no-arbitrage constraints must be strictly positive, Ross (2013) is able to achieve recovery.
Steps to Recovery
The results of Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) only allow us to compute the prices for Arrow-Debreu claims contingent on the current state of the underlying. The construction of a full transition matrix, including claims conditional on starting states that di er from the current one, is thus at the core of applying the recovery theorem.
From Option Prices to State Prices
In reality we don't observe a continuum of traded strikes, so we first have to estimate option prices on a dense grid. Market prices also contain microstructure noise, which poses a challenge, since derivatives amplify irregularities. Furthermore, in order to estimate the transition matrix, we need a current snapshot of the entire price surface, spanning multiple maturities over a uniform state space. These requirements alone rule out the vast majority of methods proposed to estimate option implied densities, as they either aggregate data over time, deal only with single maturities, or neglect the issue of extrapolation. 1
It is our goal to fully capture the rich information priced into options by means of supply and demand. In order to avoid the risk of model misspecification, we follow the neural network approach of Ludwig (2012) , which has been shown to yield robust state price surfaces that are both highly flexible and free of static arbitrage.
Just like linear models, neural networks approximate functions as a linear combination of features. However, instead of fixed nonlinear transformations, the form of the basis expansions is learned at the same time as the coe cients of the simple linear model. Consider modeling implied volatility ‡ for a fixed maturity · as a function of strike x, using polynomials of up to second order. The resulting function is additive in the features derived from the basis expansions g i (x) = x i and can be described as:
wherei corresponds to the coe cient of the i th feature. Now, consider a neural network that models total implied variance ‹(x, · ) := ‡ 2 (x, · ) · · as a function of both strike and time to maturity:
Here, the basis function h i (x, · ) is a logistic sigmoid. The weights -1i and -2i control the steepness and thus modulate the amount of nonlinearity introduced by each expansion. The constant -0i has the e ect of shifting the sigmoid horizontally, allowing the total variance surface to be build up additively by regions of varying curvature. 2
Given a su cient number of basis expansions H, neural networks can approximate any continuous function on a compact input domain to an arbitrary degree of accuracy, see e.g., Hornik, Stinchcombe, and White (1989) .
However, the usefulness of an estimator depends on its ability to successfully generalize beyond observable data. The real challenge is thus to find a model that is flexible enough to capture the relationships implicit in a set of sparse and noisy observations without memorizing them.
In neural networks, model complexity can be controlled both through the number of basis expansions and through regularization, that is, a penalty on the norm ofand -. Since neural networks have to be trained using iterative numerical methods, a comparable e ect can be achieved by stopping the optimization before convergence, as this keeps the weights close to their highly regularized initial values, see e.g., Bishop (2006) .
A common approach to determine the optimal model complexity is cross- can be ranked based on the empirical loss. This method yields an estimator that integrates the information contained in multiple options series into a globally consistent and arbitrage-free surface.
From State Prices to Markov Chains
Given a matrix of state prices S n◊m for m equidistantly spaced maturities, Ross (2013) shows that if m Ø n, we can estimate P because it specifies the time-homogeneous transition from one maturity to the next:
Let A € = S :,1:m≠1 and B € = S :,2:m contain state prices, equation (9) gives rise to a matrix factorization problem:
which is equivalent to n independent vector least squares problems. Let p j := P :,j and b j := B :,j we have:
This non-negative least squares problem can be solved with standard algorithms, cf. Lawson and Hanson (1974) . However, active-set methods depend on A € A, which renders them infeasible if A is ill-conditioned, as is the case for our application. 3 Considering that the transition matrix is at the center of the recovery theorem, and given that the estimation of state prices from option prices is already ill-posed, a high sensitivity of solutions 3 The average condition number for A11◊11 is 2.17 · 10 8 , for an overdetermined higher resolution system A621◊150 it is 6.82 · 10 12 .
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for P with respect to small perturbations in A is highly undesirable. We therefore consider the damped least squares problem:
where the scalar ' controls the trade-o between fit and stability of the solution by reducing the impact of small singular values. This technique to stabilize the solution of inverse problems is known as ridge regression or Tikhonov regularization, cf. Tikhonov and Arsenin (1977) . The regularized formulation is also a least squares problem. Augmenting the constrained least squares problem yields:
where I denotes an identity matrix and 0 is a vector of zeros. A natural approach to determine ' is to minimize the discrepancy between observable state prices and the unrolled Markov chain. Let ÿ i be a vector with 1 in the i th position and zeros elsewhere, the t-step ahead state prices implied by a given transition matrix can be computed as:
Since we define our state space symmetrically around the current state, (14) tells us that the center row of P t contains the t-steps ahead state price approximation. We then solve for the smoothing parameter ' that minimizes:
where D KL denotes the generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence, which is defined as:
To summarize, as for the estimation of the state price density surface, we generate several solutions that are subsequently evaluated for properties other than the error metrics defining the loss function used to compute them.
Empirical Results
Let s denote the spot of the underlying asset and define moneyness as is motivated by the fact that they are more liquid. In case a particular
Wednesday was a holiday, we use the preceding trading day. Option data and interest rates were obtained from OptionMetrics Ivy DB database. In order to determine estimates for all maturities, we linearly interpolate the observable rates. We take the mean of bid and ask quotes as option prices and discard observations with bids below $0.50, or outside the moneynessmaturity domain of our surfaces. We also exclude options that violate arbitrage constraints. Following Aït-Sahalia and Lo (1998) we use the putcall parity to derive the implied forward from close to at-the-money (ATM) call and put pairs. Given the implied forward, we back out the implied dividend yield via the spot-forward parity and translate OTM puts into in-the-money (ITM) calls. The resulting data set contains 177'032 call prices spanning a period of 13 years.
Implementation
We use BMS, to map prices to implied volatilities (IVs) and augment the training data with observations at the average ATM IV for Â oe [1.2, 1.6]
and · oe [10, 20] . This curbs calendar arbitrage by counteracting the e ect discrete quotes have on the IVs of short term OTM calls. We also replicate the first options series with · Ø 20 for Â oe [0.9, 1.1] at · = 10. This stabilizes the results over time by reducing the impact of near maturity options dropping out of our model domain. We hasten to add that these points only serve to provide guidance during training and do not a ect the ranking of valid solutions. We then map the data into total implied variance space and train several neural networks, of the form in (8). Each network varies both with respect toand -, which we initialize randomly following the algorithm proposed by Nguyen and Widrow (1990) , and the number of basis expansions H = max (10, 10 + Â÷Ê), where ÷ ≥ N(0, 2). Since options close to ATM are more liquid, we weight the training errors with Ê = N (Â|1, 0.2) + N (Â|1, 0.1). We train each network for 10 iterations by minimizing the residual sum-of-squares using the method proposed by Foresee and Hagan (1997) . Once we have a set of 15 valid surfaces we obtain the final estimator by averaging the 5 solutions with the smallest error on market quotes.
The resulting surfaces span 1201 states and 711 tenors. We use local polynomial smoothing to remove any kinks along the term structure of interest rates and dividend yields to avoid artifacts when mapping the IV surface to option prices and compute state prices via numerical di erentiation. In order to reduce the computational cost of finding the optimal ', we downsample S to 150 states.
We then slice S 150◊711 with an o set of 90 days to create A 621◊150 and B 621◊150 and using (13), estimate quarterly transition matrices for ' oe (0, 0.2]. In order to prevent a divide by zero error, when computing the generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence of the corresponding Markov chains, we add 10 ≠20 to S and U in (15). We choose the transition matrix whose unrolled chain best approximates the state price density surface obtained from the shape constrained neural networks and compute the pricing kernel as the inverse of its right dominant eigenvector. We use cubic spline interpolation to obtain z for 1199 states and recover the unnormalized real-world probabilities R 1199◊711 from the risk-neutral density via:
From the risk-neutral and recovered real-world measures we can directly compute moments, that is, we do not need to mimic skewness or kurtosis estimates via the option spanning approach developed in Carr and Madan (2001) and Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) . Given that our surfaces cover a large and symmetric moneyness range, they are likely less a icted by the biases documented in Dennis and Mayhew (2002) and Jiang and Tian (2007) . and Engle (2002), Carr et al. (2002) , Bakshi, Madan, and Panayotov (2010) and more recently Christo ersen, Heston, and Jacobs (2013) . Figure 2 depicts the first four moments computed from the 30 day to maturity cross-sections of the risk-neutral and recovered probability densities. Both the range and time-variation of the risk-neutral moments are consistent with results based on the method of Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) , see e.g., Christo ersen, Jacobs, and Chang (2013). In line with Birru This pattern persists after the crash, with skewness becoming more negative during the rebound, along with an increase in kurtosis. We further observe the expected correlation between recovered means and volatility, which in turn exhibits the well documented inverse relation to index returns. We remark that the former corroborates the validity of the recovery theorem.
Moments
While parametric models often explicitly tie the equity risk premium to be proportional to spot variance, see e.g., Filipovic, Gourier, and Mancini (2013) , our results are entirely data driven.
We also find that variations in the recovered skewness and kurtosis estimates are considerably more stable over time. This is intuitively appealing, as we would expect agents to be more measured when it comes to updating their views on the real-world distribution, as opposed to the risk-neutral density, which also reflects risk-aversion. This self-stabilizing property of recovery is also consistent with the observed correlation between state prices and z. Figure 3 shows the risk premia for a maturity of 30 days. As expected, the equity risk premium is positive and exhibits significant time-variation with countercyclical behavior, while the variance risk premium is negative throughout and procyclical. These findings are in line with recent studies, e.g., Bollerslev, Tauchen, and Zhou (2009) and Martin (2013) . The increase in the equity risk premium during downturns highlights the fact that the average investor requires higher returns to compensate for an increase in 21 return variance. The negative variance risk premium, on the other hand, indicates a preference for lower variance on average to compensate for a higher variance of return variance. As expected, we find that the skewness risk premium is higher during periods where skewness exhibits a higher variance, consistent with the reasoning behind the equity and variance risk premium. For the kurtosis risk premium we observe the same pattern, the higher the variance of kurtosis, the stronger the risk adjustment. The skewness risk premium closely tracks movements in the index, but precedes the sharp drop in 2008. Interestingly, just before the peak of the S&P 500 in 2007, the real-world density exhibits fatter tails than the riskneutral, something we otherwise only observe just before market rebounds.
Risk Premia
Furthermore, the skewness premium also changes sign during [2002] [2003] [2007] [2008] [2009] , and for the sovereign debt crisis in late 2011.
A Simple Trading Strategy
The relation between moments and the underlying index price motivates us to investigate whether changes in moments predict subsequent returns.
Economic intuition dictates that risk-averse investors prefer portfolios with lower volatility, higher skewness, and lower kurtosis and need to be compensated with higher expected returns if any of them increase in modulus, see e.g., Kimball (1993) .
We sidestep the well documented pitfalls of predictive regressions 4 and analyze the viability of market timing. We deliberately choose a simple trading strategy that does not rely on the calibration of any tuning parameters. If the absolute value of a moment is larger than it was the week before, we go long the S&P 500 for one week, otherwise we short the index for one week. Figure 4 The best performing recovered moment up to the large market drop in the Fall of 2008 is the expected mean return, after that, we see recovered skewness taking over. The risk-neutral moment with the highest performance is variance, while risk-neutral kurtosis is quite inconsistent.
The average number of round-trip transactions is 30 per year, which given a conservative estimate of 2 basis-points for commissions and transaction costs, only impacts the yearly returns of our trading strategies by about 0.6%.
Our findings that changes in the modulus of variance, skewness and kurtosis 5 The fact that such a trading strategy is feasible despite noisy market quotes is a testament to the quality and robustness of the surfaces obtained via the neural network method of Ludwig (2012) . 6 To preempt concerns regarding the impact of the asynchronous recording between option prices and the S&P 500 in OptionMetrics Ivy DB database we implement all strategies using the opening spot of the following trading day, see e.g., Battalio and Schultz (2006) .
are positively related to future index returns are consistent with economic theory. The results on risk-neutral skewness and kurtosis are also in line with findings of Conrad, Dittmar, and Ghysels (2013) , which is curious because they average the Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) moments over three months, thereby diluting the ex-ante nature of the raw estimates, as rightly pointed out by Rehman and Vilkov (2012) . In contrast, our risk-neutral and real-world moments are genuinely conditional and forward-looking, as they are constructed from closing market quotes of one single day. Boyer, Mitton, and Vorkink (2010) and Amaya et al. (2013) find a negative relation between realized skewness and future returns in the cross-section, while Rehman and Vilkov (2012) find the opposite relation using daily riskneutral skewness estimates obtained via option spanning.
The predictive information content of option implied measures is typically attributed to market fragmentation, with informed agents preferring to express their views on the future via the options market, see e.g., Easley, O'Hara, and Srinivas (1998) . The operative word being informed. Increased buying pressure for OTM puts would then be indicative of negative future returns. Given that the left tail of our densities is essentially driven by OTM puts that have been converted to ITM calls, higher put prices would likely increase both variance and kurtosis and reduce skewness. We, however, go long the index in this scenario and, over the 676 weeks that we are in the market, make quite consistently money from our trades.
Our results do not support the frequently postulated informational advantage of option traders, but some form of overreaction, which on average is being corrected over the course of the subsequent week. This is in line with findings of Birru and Figlewski (2012) , who document overshooting in RNDs in response to movements in the S&P 500 index. Bates (1991) also reports subsiding fears leading up to the market peak in 1987, and a surge immediately after the crash. Lynch and Panigirtzoglou (2008) find that while RNDs change in response to market events, they do not predict them.
The fact that trading strategies based on recovered real-world moments perform better than those based on their risk-neutral counterparts suggest that risk-neutralization decreases the signal to noise ratio, and implies that beliefs about properties of the physical process also do not lead the market, but lag behind events that have already unfolded.
We conclude by noting that the performance of market timing based on the recovered mean confirms the validity of the recovery theorem, as the expected real-world return contains much of the same information our contrarian higher-order strategies trade on.
Robustness Checks
Given that the construction of a transition matrix from state prices poses a discrete ill-posed problem, robustness is of paramount importance. If the response to small changes in the state prices is not proportionate and localized, we will not obtain sensible changes in the pricing kernel over time.
The robustness of a Markov chain can be quantified by the eigengap, that is, the ratio of the dominant to the subdominant eigenvalue. If the value of the subdominant eigenvalue is close to one, the corresponding Markov chain is ill-conditioned in the sense that the stationary distribution is sensitive to perturbations in the transition matrix, cf. Meyer (1994) .
The average eigengap of our transition matrices is 0.74. We also find that the 27 Figure 5 . Risk Premia based on Pseudo Recovery
Notes. This figure illustrates the evolution of risk premia obtained from pseudo recovery, that is, a pricing kernel directly derived from S. social rate of discount ", that is, the dominant eigenvalue is always smaller than one and exhibits a sensible variation over time. This is as it should be and follows naturally from our algorithm, which only imposes non-negativity and a modicum of smoothness.
Furthermore, we observe that our results are largely robust to changes in the number of states used in the construction of the transition matrices. Changes in the step size do have some impact on the results, which is to be expected,
given that the actual risk-neutral process likely violates the assumption of time-homogeneity, see e.g. Carr and Yu (2012) . Larger step sizes seem to yield pricing kernels that are more stable across moneyness, which is important when it comes to recovering sensible real-world densities at longer maturities. Last but not least, we find that our results are not sensitive to an expansion of the moneyness domain beyond Â oe [0.4, 1.6], that is, a larger moneyness domain does not change the shape of the eigenvectors over the original states. This ties back again to the relation between z and state prices, which are also only locally a ected by a wider Â domain. Figure 5 illustrates the risk premia obtained via pseudo recovery, that is, the pricing kernel corresponds to the inverse of state prices averaged across maturities. Both the range and time-variation of the risk premia are largely in line with those depicted in Figure 3 . The variance risk premium exhibits the most prominent di erences with a significantly larger spike in the Fall of 2008, necessitating a change of scale to accommodate it. We also observe lower equity risk premia during times of market turmoil. In contrast to Figure 4 , the bottom panel of Figure 6 depicts the results for a strategy based on risk premia. In line with Bollerslev, Tauchen, and Zhou (2009) , Goyal and Saretto (2009) and Drechsler and Yaron (2011) , we now find an excellent performance for the variance risk premium, closely followed by the equity risk premium. While skewness and kurtosis risk premia perform rather inconsistent, market timing based on the variance risk premium would have yielded a return of over 308% for the period from 2000 to 2013. From a practical perspective, pseudo recovery brings with it the additional advantage of computational e ciency.
Pseudo Recovery

Conclusion
Any empirical implementation of the recovery theorem requires the solution of two ill-posed problems. The first involves estimating the second derivative of the option pricing function from noisy and sparse market quotes to obtain state prices over a fixed domain. The second step entails the construction of a transition matrix that captures the dynamics of said state prices. Only then can recovery be obtained via spectral decomposition. In this paper we present a method based on Tikhonov regularized non-negative least squares to construct robust time-homogeneous Markov chains that not only yield an excellent fit to state prices at various maturity horizons, but pricing 31 kernels that exhibit a sensible variation over time. We investigate the predictive information content of the risk-neutral and recovered moments and find that -in line with economic theory -the real-world mean impounds most of the information of higher-order risk-neutral moments. Without any restrictions on the shape of the pricing kernel we always find a positive equity risk premium and a negative variance risk premium. Higher-order premia are also consistent with economic intuition. We find that the recovered pricing kernels are closely related to state prices and illustrate the possibility for pseudo recovery. While we conclude that the recovery theorem adds economic value, our empirical study is only a first foray into what will likely be a fruitful research area for some time to come. Possible extensions include more comprehensive asset allocation studies along the lines of Kostakis, Panigirtzoglou, and Skiadopoulos (2011) and Jondeau and Rockinger (2012) .
It would also be interesting to apply our methodology to other markets such as the VIX and investigate if the recovered distributions provide additional information about aggregate risk aversion and economic uncertainty.
